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Automated Packing S ystems--A 
Systems Engineering Approach 

Paul F. Whelan, Member, ZEEE, and Bruce G. Batchelor 

Abstract-The ability to manipulate previously unseen objects 
under visual control is one of the key tasks in the successful 
implementation of robotic, automated assembly and adaptive 
material handling systems. The automation of such complex 
industrial environments will require the development of machine 
vision systems that are highly adaptable and capable of dealing 
with a wide range of variable products. An important group 
of applications of this type is found in the automated packing 
and nesting of arbitrary shapes. The aim of this work has 
been to produce an efficient packing strategy that is flexible 
enough for a wide variety of industrial uses and which can be 
implemented using fast moderately priced hardware. A systems 
approach, as distinct from a purely algorithmic one, has been 
deliberately adopted since the work is concerned with industrial 
vision applications in which significant problem constraints exist. 
This paper also outlines the background to this research, and 
reviews a selection of industrial packing applications. 

The packing procedure that has been devised, consists of two 
major components. The first is a geometric packing technique 
that is based on morphological image processing operations. This 
is used in conjunction with a Prolog based heuristic packing 
procedure. Some of the factors considered at the heuristic level 
include shape ordering and shape orientation, both of which 
must be carried out prior to the implementation of the geometric 
packer. The heuristic procedures deal with problem constraints 
that are specific to a given application. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 
HE development of flexible vision systems will play a T key role in the progression of industrial automation. To 

achieve a high degree of self-reliance in automatic assembly 
machines, it will be necessary to find engineering solutions 
to a wide range of long-standing industrial parts-handling 
problems. Key considerations include the ability for such 
systems to manipulate arbitrary, previously unseen objects 
and to cope with unanticipated situations. Despite the fact 
that present-day industrial vision systems have some serious 
limitations [ l ]  vision will, no doubt, have a key role in 
reaching this end. 

A. The General Packing Problem 

The question of automated packing and nesting is not 
only of theoretical importance, but one with a considerable 
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industrial interest. Initial motivation comes from viewing 
specific packing problems: 

How to maximize the number of nonuniform boxes on 
a pallet? 
How to control a robot packing objects into a box, when 
no prior knowledge of the shape or size of the objects 
is assumed? 
How to minimize the number of shipping containers used 
to transport a given set of items [2]? 

A rich theoretical background to such packing problems 
can be found in scientific, operations research and engineering 
literature, dating back over 30 years. The theoretical problems 
associated with automated packing are also complex: 

Does an optimal packing configuration exist for a given 

How can shapes be represented for efficient packing? 
What is meant by an efficient packing system and how is 

How does an automated packing system deal with the 

What order should the shapes be presented to the system 

In today’s competitive market, product packaging is playing 
a more important role than ever before. Changing packet 
designs, shorter times to the market place, and frequent product 
introductions are causing manufacturers world wide to change 
their approach to the packing and packaging process [3].  In 
the past, manufacturers have relied on traditional packaging 
technologies, such as dedicated machinery and manual produc- 
tion techniques. Unfortunately, dedicated equipment cannot 
always meet today’s needs for increased production flexibility, 
and with higher labor and liability costs, manual alternatives 
are not always a competitive solution. This calls for a new 
approach to the packing and packaging problem, one which 
uses automation, but which also provides the flexibility of a 
manual operator. A key step in developing such a flexible 
packing system is the integration of intelligent vision feedback. 

When designing such a system it is of paramount importance 
to choose a strategy that will deal with the practical constraints 
involved in automated packing, even if it means sacrificing 
some volumetric efficiency. This highlights the importance 
of developing an adaptive packing system within a systems 
engineering context (that i7 an environment that considers the 
application domain). By adopting a systems approach, maxi- 
mum use is made of problem-specific contextual information 
derived, for example, from the nature of the product being 
handled, the manufacturing process and the special features 

application? 

the performance of such a system measured? 

arrival of shapes in a random orientation? 

to ensure an efficient packing strategy? 
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of the manufacturing environment. By doing so, we hope 
to reduce the complexity of the application. For example, in 
certain packing applications the items must be packed as they 
arrive at the packing station, therefore, removing the object 
ordering burden from the packing system. In fact, by taking 
heed of such constraints in a practical packing application, 
the packing strategy might well reduce to a standard, well- 
tried technique. It is our belief that in packing, as happens 
so often elsewhere, systems considerations are always worth 
investigating. 

B. Overview of the Paper 

This paper is concerned with the issues involved in the 
automated packing of two dimensional objects into a two 
dimensional bounded region, where the size and shape of 
both the objects and the region in which they are to be 
packed are not known prior to packing. The paper has two 
distinguishable, but interwoven themes: i) maximizing the use 
of the context information available from a given task, by the 
application of a systems engineering approach to the problem, 
and ii) the development of an adaptive packing strategy for 
random shapes, using morphological and heuristic techniques. 
Although the systems issues are discussed throughout the 
paper, Sections 111 and VI place particular emphasis on these 
concerns. The latter theme is primarily discussed in Section 
IV. 

Research has shown that an optimal algorithmic solution 
for even the simplest, well defined packing problem, such as 
pallet packing, is unlikely to exist [2]. However, the aim of the 
system described in this work is more ambitious and complex. 
It’s objective is to allow the flexible packing of random two 
dimensional shapes into previously undefined scenes (the term 
scene is used when referring to a region of space into which 
we are required to place an arbitrary shape). The NP-complete 
nature of the simpler packing problem has a major bearing 
on the line of research taken. Any attempt at developing an 
optimal solution to the packing of random shapes, even if it did 
exist, would be difficult. It would also be difficult to constrain 
the problem, especially considering that it must deal with 
unpredictable shapes. Hence our aim has been to produce an 
efficient packing strategy that is flexible enough for industrial 
use. To achieve this objective the systems approach to the 
packing problem is essential. 

Other approaches to the packing problem include, single 
pattern techniques such as dynamic programming, and multi- 
pattern strategies such as linear programming [4], [ 5 ] .  Unfor- 
tunately these techniques do not meet all the requirements of 
a flexible packing system. In the former case, the aim is the 
generation of an optimal solution, and as such the approach 
would not seem to hold promise. The second technique, while 
useful for one dimensional packing applications, is difficult 
to implement and use in two dimensions. Alternatively, a 
heuristic approach to packing can be adopted. This line of 
research would seem to be the way forward if the system is 
to remain flexible and have the ability to cope with random 
shapes. 

C. An Overview of the Packing System 

The packing scheme consists of two major components. The 
first is referred to as the geometric packer, and is based upon 
the principles of mathematical morphology. This component 
takes an arbitrary shape in a given orientation and puts the 
shape into place, in that orientation. A key element in the 
success of this approach, is that it removes the limitations 
imposed by having to recognize and describe the object under 
analysis in order to pack it, thus increasing the systems 
flexibility. 

The second component is referred to as the heuristic packer, 
and is concerned with the ordering and alignment of shapes 
prior to the application of the geometric packer. This com- 
ponent also deals with other general considerations, such as 
the conflicts in problem constraints and the measurement 
of packing performance. In addition, it deals with practical 
considerations, such as the effects of the robot gripper con- 
figuration on the packing strategy, packing in the presence 
of defective regions, anisotropy (grain in the material being 
handled) and pattern matching considerations. 

By using heuristics in the packing strategy it is hoped 
to produce an efficient, but not necessarily optimal solution. 
However, the main problem with such an approach is that 
there is a tendency to generate a set of overly complex rules, 
incorporating a variety of paradoxes and logical conflicts. 
It is necessary, therefore, to keep all the logic decisions as 
simple as possible. Another key aspect of applying heuristics 
to any complex problem, is knowing when the solution is good 
enough so that the process can be terminated and a result 
produced [6].  To this end, a mechanism for the measurement 
of the packing systems performance must also be included in 
the overall system design. 

11. AUTOMATED PACKING STRATEGIES 

This section outlines the current research into the develop- 
ment of techniques and systems for the automated packing of 
both regular and irregular shapes in industrial applications. It 
is not the aim of this review to try and cover all the various 
elements discussed in the literature relevant to packing and 
nesting, as this has been done extensively elsewhere [2], [5] ,  
[7].  The aim of this review is to concentrate on the elements 
in the literature that are relevant to industrial packing. 

A. Review of Current Research 
The survey by Dowsland and Dowsland [5] is one of 

the more complete, and recent reviews of the application of 
operational research techniques to the solution of two and 
three-dimensional packing problems such as pallet packing and 
container loading. As well as modeling and solving problems, 
the authors review a number of algorithmic and heuristic 
approaches. The emphasis of this work is practical solutions 
to real issues. Sweeney and Paternoster [4] produced a recent 
review of the stock cutting and packing problem. This review 
contains over 400 categorized application oriented references 
including books, dissertations and working papers. The authors 
have also grouped the publications according to the three main 
solution methodologies, these are summarized below: 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Distributors pallet packing. Cartons of varying dimensions are packed on a standard pallet so as to minimize the unused pallet space. (b) 
Container packing. 

Sequential assignment heuristics, packing of patterns 
based on a set of assignment rules. The majority of 
heuristic approaches consist of determining what order 
and orientation the pieces should be packed in. 
Single-pattern generating procedures such as dynamic 
programming based algorithms which try and reuse a 
single optimal packing configuration. For example in 
the two dimensional rectangular packing problem, the 
solution is built up by considering partial solutions within 
smaller containing rectangles [5]. 
Multi-pattern generating procedures such as linear 
programming based approaches which consider the in- 
teraction between patterns. This approach requires the 
solutions to be rounded and are, therefore, also heuristic 
in nature [8]. The packing task can also be formulated as 
a binary integer programming problem in which a single 
variable represents each possible shape position. A major 
concern with this approach is the production of a physical 
design from the values of the variables in the integer 
programming solution [5] .  

Dychoff [7] develops a consistent and systematic approach 
for integrating various kinds of cutting and packing tasks 
to try and unify the various concepts found in the opera- 
tional research literature. By doing so the author attempts to 
find the appropriate methods for each relevant problem type 
and conversely to identify problem types that can be solved 
by a certain method. A practical review of two and three- 
dimensional packing issues and solution methods can be found 
in Dowsland’s [2] paper. The majority of the applications 
outlined in this review are based on two dimensional pack- 
ing techniques. Many of the three-dimensional problems are 
tackled by applying two dimensional techniques on a layer 
by layer basis. Most published work in the area of three- 
dimensional packing is limited due to its complexity, and the 
applications that are discussed tend to be concerned with the 
loading of shipping containers. The paper also summarizes 
some of the practical requirements in pallet loading, these 
include the stability of the loading stack, the load bearing 

ability of the items in the stack, ease of stacking and the air 
circulation requirements of certain products in a stack. 

Dowsland [2] reviews some of the heuristic approaches used 
for packing a given set of identical rectangular items into a 
containing rectangle. A summary of the techniques used in 
the packing of nonidentical rectangles is also included. This 
extensive review covers the key areas in automated packing, 
such as optimality versus efficiency and the measurement of 
a packing systems performance. The basic conclusion of the 
author is that although some very high packing densities have 
been reported in the literature, as yet there is no generic 
heuristic approach that can be applied to the two dimensional 
packing task. Solutions reported tend to be very application 
specific. 

B. Packing of Regular Shapes 

The main emphasis of the early research into packing issues 
tended to concentrate on the well constrained problem of 
packing regular shapes. This task usually consists of packing 
two dimensional regular shapes into a well defined scene, such 
as a rectangle [8]-[14]. The main industrial applications are in 
the area of pallet packing [ l l ] ,  [12], and container loading 
[15], see Fig. 1. Other applications include efficient VLSI 
design and automated warehousing [16], [ 171. 

Hall, Shell, and Slutzky’s [ 161 work combines automated 
packing techniques developed in the field of operational re- 
search, with systems engineering and artificial intelligence 
approaches to packing. It outlines the issues associated with the 
arrival of packages at the packing station and relates this to the 
single server queuing problem which is commonly discussed 
in the operational research literature. The authors also discuss 
a number of systems issues, such as the importance of the 
product information. A practical example would be the packing 
of food stuffs and toxic products. In this case the packing 
strategy has not only to consider the efficiency of the packing 
procedure, it must also consider the product type. The food 
stuffs and the toxic products should be packed in different 
boxes. These boxes should be well separated on the pallet to 
prevent contamination of the food. The authors also highlight 
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the importance of how the pallet data is represented, and 
how to determine the correct placement location for the robot. 
Other related areas of research discussed include, bin picking, 
automated storage and retrieval, automated kitting of parts for 
assembly, automated warehousing, and line balancing [7].  

Bischoff [ 181 discusses the methodologies of the pallet 
and container packing problem. The main emphasis of this 
paper is a discussion of the techniques used in the interactive 
tuning of packing algorithms. The author points out that pallet 
packing stability criterion is application dependent. If the pallet 
load is wrapped or strapped down, then this criteria is less 
important. This is a significant point as there is often a conflict 
between stability constraint and need to minimize waste space 
on the pallet. The concept of “cargo fragility” in container 
loading, and its relationship to the stability requirements, is 
also discussed. 

C. Packing of Irregular Shapes 

More recently researchers have begun to concentrate on the 
issues involved in the packing of irregular shapes. Batchelor 
[19] outlines a technique for the packing of irregular shapes 
based on the use of the minimum area bounding rectangle. 
In this approach, each shape is enclosed by its minimum fit 
bounding rectangle, and these rectangles are packed using 
the techniques developed for the packing of regular shapes. 
Qu and Sanders [20] discuss a heuristic nesting algorithm 
for irregular parts and the factors affecting trim loss. The 
application discussed is the cutting of a bill-of-materials from 
rectangular stock sheets. The authors take a systems approach 
to the problem and produce some good results. These are 
discussed in the context of performance measurements which 
they have developed. While the authors review the published 
work in this area, they make the important point that although 
a number of techniques have been developed to enable the 
flexible packing of irregular shapes, very few of these have 
been published due to commercial confidentiality. 

Qu and Sanders [20] describe irregular shapes in terms of a 
set of nonoverlapping rectangles. The authors state that each 
of the parts in their study can be represented by no more 
than five nonoverlapping orthogonal rectangles. The system 
places each part in an orientation such that, a) its length > 
height, and b) the largest complimentary (void) area is in the 
upper right corner. The parts are then sorted by nonincreasing 
part height. The shapes are packed into a rectangular scene 
in a raster fashion, building up layers of intermeshed packed 
shapes. The major disadvantage with this approach are: a) the 
use of rectangles to approximate the shape to be packed, and b) 
the assumption that good packing patterns will be orthogonal. 

Dori and Ben-Bassat [21] and Chazelle [22] were the first to 
investigate the nesting of shapes within a polygon rather than 
a rectangle. The authors discuss the optimal packing of two 
dimensional polygons with a view to minimizing waste. The 
algorithm is only applicable to the nesting of congruent convex 
figures. The problem involves cutting a number of similar but 
irregular pieces from a steel board, this is referred to as the 
template-layout problem. The authors decompose the task into 
two subproblems. The first consists of the optimal (minimal 
waste) circumscription of the original irregular shape by the 

most appropriate convex polygon. The remaining problem 
consists of circumscribing the convex polygon by another 
polygon that can pave the plane, that is, cover the plane 
by replications of the same figure without gaps or overlap. 
This is referred to as the paver polygon. Limitations of this 
approach include the fact that it is only applicable to congruent 
convex figures and the assumption that the packing plane is 
infinite, hence, waste in the margin is not considered. Another 
limitation of this approach is that it can only be applied to 
convex components with straight sides. 

Koroupi and Loftus [23] address the issues raised by Dori 
and Ben-Bassat [21], by enclosing the component within a 
polygon so that the area added is minimal. The identical 
components, whether regular or irregular, are then nested using 
paving techniques. Martin and Stephenson’s [24] paper deals 
with the packing of two and three-dimensional objects into a 
well defined scene. In this paper, the authors tackle the task of 
automated nesting from a computer-aided design perspective. 
That is, given an arbitrary polygon and a rectangular box, will 
the polygon fit in the box, and if so how should the polygon 
be translated and rotated to implement this fitting. 

Prasad and Somasundaram [25] outline a heuristic based 
computer aided system that will allow the nesting of irregular 
shaped sheet metal blanks. This paper also contains a com- 
prehensive list of the practical constraints one must consider 
in developing a packing system for sheet metal stamping 
operations. Constraints such as bridge width, blank separation, 
grain orientation, and the minimization of scrap. They also 
highlight the need to align the pressure center of the blank 
to be cut out with the axis of the press ram to reduce wear 
in the guideways of the press. Design requirements, such as 
maximizing the strength of the part when subsequent bending 
is involved, are also considered. 

Chow [26] discusses the optimal packing of templates of 
uniform orientation under limited conditions. This paper is 
useful as it discusses the edge effect issues in packing, which 
in general tend to be neglected. The author also outlines some 
of the concerns associated with manual packing. Kothari and 
Klinkhachorn [27] present a two dimensional packing strategy 
capable of achieving dense packing of convex polygon shapes. 
The techniques described have been applied to the stock 
cutting in the hardwood manufacturing industry. This consists 
of efficiently cutting wooden pieces from a hardwood board so 
that the pieces are free of defects and aligned in the direction 
of the grain. This last constraint is needed for strength and 
aesthetic reasons. 

Albano and Sapuppo [28] outline a procedure which will 
produce an optimal arrangement of irregular pieces. Manual 
and semiautomatic approaches to this nesting task are also 
discussed. The techniques described show how the optimal 
allocation of a set of irregular pieces can be transformed 
into the problem of finding an optimal path through a space 
of problem states from the initial state to the goal state. 
The search approach developed makes certain assumptions 
about the task; a) the pieces are irregular polygons with- 
out holes, and b) that the scene is rectangular. The main 
applications discussed is that of cloth layout and leather 
cutting. 
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Fig. 2. Tailor suit problem 1291. 

Vincent [29] discusses the application of morphological 
techniques to the tailor suit or space allocation problem, see 
Fig. 2. This addresses the problem of translating two shape 
pieces, A and B, such that both are included in a larger shape 
piece X without overlapping. Although this can be shown 
mathematically for two pieces [29], there is no general solution 
to this problem involving simple morphological techniques 
only. While the author does not make the link between 
this technique and the automated packing and nesting in an 
industrial system, the use of such a powerful technique to 
manipulate shapes does seem to point the way forward. 

111. THE ROLE OF AUTOMATED 
PACKING IN INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS 

Automated packinghesting and automated assembly are 
closely related tasks. In the majority of assembly systems, 
the parts only fit together in certain ways, dependant on 
their shapes, and they can only be moved into their fitting 
positions in ways that are also dependent on their shape. This 
shape dependent part fitting is a key feature in any assembly 
application [30]. A primary source of difficulty in automated 
assembly is the uncertainty in the relative position of the 
parts being assembled. This uncertainty can be significantly 
reduced by the use of vision and tactile sensors. A number 
of interesting techniques have been developed by engineers 
tackling automated assembly tasks in puzzle solving [3 11-[34] 
and industrial environments [ 1 11. 

Lately a growing number of researchers have begun to 
develop industrial systems that deal with complex robotic tasks 
[35].  One such application of this new generation of intelligent 
robotics is the automated packing (nesting) of parts in an 
assembly process. Applications of these systems include the 
automated assembly of small components under visual control 
[36], air motor assembly [3], automated gasket and carburetor 
mating [37], and automatic shirt collar assembly [38]. 

Hall, Slutzky, and Shell [39] give a good overview of the 
application of part nesting in intelligent robotic packaging 
and processing systems, as well as outlining robotic game 
playing systems and actual solutions to a number of industrial 
problems. A system for the automated palletising of randomly 
arriving parcels, has been developed by the authors. The 
authors have taken account of some of the various systems 
issues involved in the design of industrial packing systems. 
They discuss the heuristics necessary to deal with the in- 

terlocking and intermeshing of the boxes on the pallets as 
well as dealing with the toxicity and crushability of the boxes 
contents. Other areas of related research include the work of 
Jain and Donath [40], in which they discuss the development 
and implementation of a knowledge based system for three- 
dimensional automated assembly tasks under robotic control. 

Hoffman [41] examines eliminating the requirement to hand 
tune specific assembly tasks in an automation environment. 
Hitakawa [42] outlines the development of a SONY flexible 
automatic assembly system suitable for small quantity batch 
production. Philip Chen [43] tackles the problem of trying to 
find all the feasible assembly sequences for a set of n parts 
that construct a mechanical object. Kak et. al. [44] outline 
the development of a knowledge based robotic assembly 
cell. This cell is used in the sensory guided part mating of 
three-dimensional objects. Ayache and Faugeras’s [45] paper 
discusses the development of a robotic system under machine 
vision control. This system carries out the automated picking 
and placement of partially overlapping industrial parts. The 
system is based on the generation and recursive evaluation of 
hypotheses for object recognition. 

Some of the practical considerations found in the industrial 
implementation of automated packing systems are summarized 
below: 

Packing densityktability. 
Object fragility/rigidity/clampabilty. 
Surface finish (objects with a smooth finish will be easier 
to slide/push). 
Ease of stacking. 
Load bearing ability, and the effect of dynamic forces. 
Interaction between the packaging material and its con- 

Electromagnetic radiation. 
Possibility of contamination of adjacent goods. 
Importance/value of the article. 
Protection from pilferaging. 
Need to provide ullage or vacuity. 
Probable number, and nature of loadings and unloadings. 
Minimization of robot arm movement during loading and 

Material handling facilities at the final destination. 
Climatic considerations. 
Air circulation. 
Packing for aesthetic appeal (do all products need to be 

Design and functionality of the handling equipment (e.g., 

Tables I-IV summarize the potential and actual use of vision 
based automated packing and assembly systems in a variety 
of industries. 

The main conclusion that can be drawn from current re- 
search is that an optimal algorithmic solution for even the 
simplest, well defined packing problem, such as pallet packing, 
is unlikely. This has a major bearing on the research direction 
taken. Any attempt at developing an optimal solution, even if it 
did exist, would be difficult, due to the NP-complete nature of 
the problem. The development of a partial algorithmic solution 

tents. 

unloading. 

visible?). 

robot gripper). 
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TABLE I 
AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY APPLICATIONS 

TABLE 111 
STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION APPLICATIONS 

Visual control in robotic assembly: 
- Small part assembly [36]. 
- Automatic bolt insertion [MI. 
- 'Peg in the hole' [47]. 
- Fuel pump [a] .  
- Air motor assembly [3]. 
- Gasket and carburettor mating [371. 

- Car body assembly [50]. 

- Shirt collar assembly [38]. 
Automated component placement: 

- Electronic components on a PCB [48]. 
- Insertion of DIL packages [5 I]. 
- Capacitor assembly [3]. 

- Push buttom [49]. 

- 3D part mating [#I. 

Packing for ease of assembly. 
Piece placement prior to weldiig under visual controL 
Parts kitting [52]. 
Assembly of deformable objects [531. 
Fiitureless assembly/manufacture [54]. 
Puzzle assembly 

-Jigsaws [31], [32], [33]. 
- Chinese tangrams [34]. 

- Peg solitaire game [39]. 
- 3D Soma puzzle [30]. 

Hazardous assembly tasks. 

TABLE I1 
PACKING AND UNPACKING APPLICATIONS 

Packing very variable products: 
- Fruit and vegetables. 

- Food and agricultural products. 
Soft fruit [551, Stacking oranges 1561. 

Chicken pieces 1571, Prawns [58]. 

Packing plantlets and seedlings in a nursery [59]. 
- Horticulture. 

Packing in preformed trays [3], [48], [60]. 
Retail packaging. 
Packing / packaging for aesthetic appeaL 
Packaging dunnage [54]. 
Efficient packing / storage of waste materials. 
Packing dangerous materials. 

to the packing task would weaken the flexibility, and hence 
the usefulness, of such an implementation. It would also be 
difficult to constrain the problem considering that it must deal 
with unpredictable shapes. 

Another key element in the design of the system concerns 
the method of shape description. A review of the current 
literature indicates that the majority of existing systems rely 
on correlation methods and low level features such as curve 
and/or critical point matching techniques. Other techniques 
enclose the shape of interest within a bounding rectangle, 
polygon or convex hull, prior to paving the region to be 
packed with these predefined regions. One technique that 
shows promise is based on the application of mathematical 

Automated warehousing [16], [17]. 
Storage retrievaL 

0 Bin packing [ 101. 
Container packing for lo& and ships [15], [61]. 
Kit packing [ 171. 

Packing to avoid movement during transit. 
Pallet packing [ 1 I], [ 121. 

TABLE IV 
MATERIAL CUTTING APPLICATIONS 

Stock (Bill-of-Materials) cutting [20]: 
- Wood [271, Steel [251, Glass [62], Metal rods [ 191. 
- Paper and pulp [81, Piping 181, Leather [281, [631, [641,[651. 
- Shoe making [601, Fabric [66], Lace 1671. 

Automated carpet/tiling cutting based on room floor plan 
Punch press controL 

morphology to automated packing. The representation of the 
shapes to be packed as sets represents a powerful shape 
manipulation mechanism. 

The review papers outlined indicate that there is a wide 
range of heuristic based approaches, but features common to 
the majority of these techniques include shape orientation and 
ordering prior to geometric manipulation of the shapes. The 
realization of a flexible packing system within this frame- 
work, requires the implementation of a systems engineering 
approach. This is necessary in order to simplify the orientation 
and ordering tasks. 

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The packing techniques and applications discussed in the 
Sections I1 and 111 provide an important motivation to the 
development of automated packing systems. They also indicate 
the best means of progressing the development of flexible 
packing systems. The characteristics required in a flexible 
packing system are summarized below: 

Adaptive and easily tuned to specific applications. 
Ability to manipulate all shapes efficiently. 
Shape ordering and orientation capabilities. 
Visual feedback to aid operation. 
Ability to account for systems issues, such as changes in 
the product, process and the industrial environment. 
Quantitative validation procedure. 
Easy to use, interactive environment to facilitate experi- 
mentation. 
Limited propagation of errors (especially important for 
large packing/assembly tasks) [32].  
High speed operation. 
Facility to implement nonlocal packing strategies. 

Essentially, such a system will consist of two main com- 
ponents. The first will provide a means of manipulating the 
shape and scene image at a geometric level. The second 
component will consist of a rule based geometric reasoning 
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Fig. 3 .  General industrial packing strategy. 

unit capable of deciding the ordering and orientation of the 
shapes to be packed. Such heuristic issues are common to 
many of the techniques reviewed. The heuristic component 
must also be capable of dealing with the system issues arising 
from a specific application demand. As seen from the previous 
discussion, this task can be simplified by maximizing the 
use of the information available from the product, process 
and the environment for a specific industrial application. By 
using heuristic methods it is hoped that the packing systems 
generality is improved and that the development of procedures 
for new applications will become less cumbersome. One of the 
key features in such a system is that it should work toward an 
efficient solution, accepting that we cannot guarantee reaching 
an optimal solution. Therefore, a mechanism for quantifying 
the packing systems performance will be necessary. This 
will enable a quantitative comparison of packing procedures. 
Burdea and Wolfson [32] suggest that the integration of such 
a heuristic approach with a packing verification procedure 
should ensure convergence to an efficient solution. 

It is within the context of the preceding review, that an 
industrial packing strategy has been developed. The packing 
scheme consists of two major components (see Fig. 3): 

1)  A geometric packer, based on the principles of math- 
ematical morphology, takes an arbitrary shape in a 
given orientation and puts the shape into place in that 
orientation [68], [69]. 

2)  A heuristic packer which is concerned with the ordering 
and alignment of shapes prior to their application to 
the geometric packer. This component also deals with 
other general considerations, such as the conflict in 
problem constraints and the measurement of packing 
performance. In addition, it deals with practical con- 
straints, such as the effects of the robot gripper on the 
packing strategy, packing in the presence of defective 
regions, and pattern matching considerations [70]. A 
more detailed discussion of the system implementation 
can be found in [65] and Whelan and Batchelor [71]. 

Together, these form a flexible strategy that allows the 
packing of arbitrary, two dimensional shapes in a previously 
undefined scene. The aim of the design was to produce 
a flexible system capable of dealing with the majority of 
industrial packing problems, and as such, the system was 
not designed around a specific application. As Burdea and 
Wolfson [32] point out, no single strategy, however efficient, 

will succeed in dealing with all shapes equally well. Therefore, 
when faced with a specific application, the system can be tuned 
to that task. 

A. Geometric Packer Implementation 

The concept of enclosing an arbitrary shape within its 
bounding rectangle, convex hull or polygon approximation 
(known as paver polygons) is common to many of the irregular 
packing techniques examined in Sections I1 and 111. Since these 
techniques involve the packing of the paver polygons rather 
than the original shape, only approximate packing solutions 
can be generated due to the loss in original shape information. 
Other strategies, such as contour matching, describe the shapes 
in terms of their critical points or chain codes. Although such 
approaches tend to be precise, they are also computationally 
expensive, especially for complex shapes. For this reason, 
these techniques are rarely implemented on complex shapes 
without some degree of shape approximation. 

It would be advantageous to avoid using such estimates of 
the arbitrary shape. Therefore an approach that deals directly 
with shapes would be of great benefit in the development of 
a flexible packing strategy. Such an approach can be found in 
the set-theoretic concepts of mathematical morphology [72], 
[73] which is concerned with the extraction or imposition of 
shape structure. One of the key features of the application 
of morphological operations to automated packing, is that the 
shape to be packed and its scene, do not have to be formally 
described to enable their manipulation by the packing system. 

The function of the geometric packer is to take any arbitrary 
shape in a given orientation, and to put that shape into place in 
the scene, efficiently in that orientation. Providing the shape(s) 
to be packed, and the scene to be examined can be captured 
and stored as binary images, then morphological techniques 
can be applied to these images. These techniques allow the 
packing of a structuring element into a given image scene. 
In the case of the automated packing system, the shape to 
be packed will be represented by a morphological structuring 
element, while the scene will be represented by an image set 
on which this structuring element will act. 

In the sample geometric packing problem illustrated in 
Figs. 4 and 5 ,  the image scene is a rectangular bounded region 
(in which a star shape has already been packed), and is denoted 
by the image set A. The star shape to be packed, is applied 
to the image set A,  and is denoted by the structuring element 
B. The image scene A is eroded by the structuring element 
B, to produce the erosion residue image C. Every white pixel 
in this residue represents a valid packing location, Fig. 4. The 
erosion residue image is then scanned, in a raster fashion, for 
the location of the first (white) pixel. This location is denoted 
by $tx, $9). Experimentation has shown that further erosion 
of the residue image C by a standard 3 x 3 square structuring, 
prior to searching for the first packing location, enables control 
of the spacing between the packed shapes. That is, the number 
of pixel stripping operations, on the erosion residue, is related 
to the spacing between the packed shapes. This relationship 
can also be shown mathematically [72]. The translation of the 
shape to be packed, B, to the location (fitx, $9) effectively 
places B at the coordinate of the first possible packing location 
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\/ e Erosion 

Fig. 4. Intermediate steps involved in packing a stur shape in a rectangular 
scene. Image A is eroded by shape B to produce the erosion residue C. Shape 
B is then relocated to (fitx, fity). 

Subtraction 

Updated Packed Image 

Fig. 5. Combination of the translated shape B(fitx, tity) with the previous scene 
to generate the updated packed image. 

of B in the scene A. This image is denoted by L3(fi tZ,  fity). The 
resultant image is subtracted from the original image set A to 
produce a new value for the image set A, therefore, effectively 
packing B into the scene, see Fig. 5. This procedure can then 
be reapplied to the image set A until an attempt to pack all 
the input shapes has been made. 

B. Heuristic Packer Implementation 

As outlined earlier, the heuristic packer, is concerned with 
the ordering and alignment of shapes prior to the application 
of the geometric packer. The heuristic packev operates on 
two classes of shapes: blobs (shapes with a high degree of 
curvature and/or significant concavities) and simple polygons. 
Details of these procedures can be found in [71]. It is necessary 
to consider both these general shape classes separately, since 
no single scheme exists for all shapes, and while the geometric 
packer is independent of the shape class and application 
context, the heuristic packer is not. The heuristic component 

(c) 

Fig. 6. Packing of tool shapes: (a) Packed in their current orientation, (b) 
reoriented using heurstic packing, and (c) tools packed in an irregular scene. 

(a) PJ) 
Fig. 7. Packing items into (a) a regular tray, and (b) an irregular scene. 

also deals with other general considerations, such as the con- 
flict in problem constraints, and the measurement of packing 
performance. In addition, it deals with a number of practical 
issues, such as the effects of the robot gripper on the packing 
strategy [69], packing in the presence of defective regions [70], 
[7 11, anisotropy and pattern matching considerations. 

Fig. 6(a) shows the result of packing hand tools into a 
rectangular tray. These shapes were initially presented directly 
to the geometric packer, without the aid of the heuristic packer. 
This has the effect of packing each tool at whatever orientation 
it was in when it was presented to the vision system. Fig. 6(b) 
shows the resultant packing configuration when the heuristic 
packer precedes the geometric packer; each shape is aligned 
and ordered, before it is applied to the geometric packer. 
Fig. 6(c) shows the packing of the tools into a “random” 
blob region. The full packing strategy was used again here, 
as in Fig. 6(b). Fig. 7 shows the results of packing some 
standard household items, such as scissors, keys and pens, 
into a rectangular tray and an irregular scene. 
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V. PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
To ensure that we have confidence in the global efficiency 

of any packing strategy, there must be some way of measuring 
its performance. Traditionally, packing performance has been 
measured by a single number, called the packing density [74]. 
This is the ratio of the total area of all the packed shapes to 
that of the total area of the scene. This is referred to as the 
worst case analysis packing measure. 

A number of other performance measures have been de- 
veloped in the field of operational research, particularly for 
comparing different heuristics for packing rectangular bins by 
odd sized boxes [2]. These performance metrics fall into two 
main categories: Probabilistic and statistical analysis [75]. 
While these performance measurements can be quite useful 
in well constrained packing problems, they are of little use 
in dealing with the packing of arbitrary shapes. Since it is 
unlikely that real data will fall neatly into a uniform, or any 
other easily analyzable distribution. 

The performance measures used in our strategy are based on 
the traditional worst case analysis. After a packing procedure 
has been applied to a given scene, the result is assessed by a 
number of performance parameters [7 11. 

Packing density is the ratio of the total area of all the 
shapes packed, to the area of their (collective) convex 
hull after packing (minus the area of the scene defects). 
This measure has a maximum value of 1. 
The performance index is a modified version of the pack- 
ing density. A weighting factor is applied. This is referred 
to as the count ratio and is defined as the ratio of the 
total number of shapes packed, to the number of shapes 
initially presented to the scene. The performance index is 
equal to the product of the packing density, and the count 
ratio. The performance index also has a maximum value 
of 1. This measure accounts for any shapes that remain 
unpacked when the procedure terminates. 

VI. SYSTEMS ISSUES 

In general, the design of the packing system can be greatly 
simplified, the more application constraints that can be in- 
corporated into the heuristic packer. The design of packing 
systems for certain industries, such as shoe manufacturing, is 
made easier by the fact that leather, like fabric, wood, marble 
and many other natural materials has a pronounced grain. For 
example, in certain applications only two orientations of a 
given shoe component may be permissible, a fact which can 
greatly enhance the speed of the packing procedure. Again, 
the heuristic packer can easily take this type of application 
constraint into account. Alternatively, some practical consid- 
erations can increase the complexity of the packing procedure. 
This section will examine two such considerations: 

The effect of utilizing different robotic end-effectors in 

Dealing with defective scenes. 
automated packing. 

A. Robot Gripper Considerations 
A general purpose packing strategy must be robust enough 

to cope with a range of different material handling systems. 

For all of the applications considered above, it has been tacitly 
assumed that some form of suction or magnetic gripper could 
be used to lift and place the objects during packing. In this 
case, the foot-print of the gripper is assumed to lie within the 
outer edge of the shapes being manipulated. 

Automated material handling systems frequently make use 
of robotic grippers which have two or more jingers. This 
complicates the problem of packing, since the gripper requires 
access to objects within a partially packed scene. Therefore, 
any packing strategy must make allowances for the gripper. 
The grippers worse case position usually (but not always) 
occurs when the gripper is fully open, just after placing an 
object in position. The problem of gripper access can be dealt 
with very effectively, by the simple expedient of overlaying 
a gripper template on the shape to be packed prior to the 
application of the geometric packer. The gripper foot-print 
is based on the positions of the fingers in botlh the open 
and closed positions. In fact, the convex hull of each of the 
finger tips in the open and closed positions is formed when 
computing the composite foot-print [7 I]. 

In a practical situation, care must be taken to ensure that 
any change in the shape of the objects to be packed, due to 
squeezing by the robot gripper. does not adversely affect the 
packing strategy. The same is true of articulated and other 
hinged objects, such as scissors or pliers, which can change 
their shape during handling. Again, this type of application 
constraint could also be dealt with by the introduction of 
suitable heuristic packing rules, and may also be used as a 
factor when calculating the gripping position. 

The strategy outlined above for working with multi-finger 
grippers does have the advantage of allowing the shapes 
to be unpacked from the scene in any order. Clne possible 
modification to this approach results in a denser configuration 
that, in general, can only be automatically unpacked in reverse 
order. This modification consists of packing each shape, taking 
the robot foot-print into account, but removing the foot-print 
from the scene prior to the application of the next shape. 

Of course, many industrial applications do not require that 
the pieces are unpacked automatically. Certain industrial tasks 
require manual unpacking, and consideration of the means 
and the environment of the manual unpacking operation may 
influence the automatic packing strategies used. Fiar example, 
if the application requires that items are to be unpacked in a 
certain order, then this will influence the packing strategy. 

Consideration must also be given to the means in which 
the shapes are initially acquired by the robot. If the objects 
are presented one at a time, then the system can automatically 
determine the optimal gripper pickup point (robot grasping 
location) for that object, and proceed to pack it using one of 
the automated packing strategies outlined previously. 

Alternatively, if all the objects to be packed are placed in 
the field of view at the same time then it may not always be 
possible for the multi-fingered robot to access the piece it is 
required to pack. The vision system may have to guide the 
robot gripper to push the object of interest until it is separated 
enough from the other shapes for the gripper to gain access to 
the desired pickup points. Also the order in which the shapes 
are packed may be determined by the order in which the robot 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 8. Packing items into defective regions: (a) Tools in a defective rect- 
angular tray, and (b) cutting jacket template pieces from an irregular fabric 
segment which contains defective regions. 

can access the objects. Once the shapes have been packed, 
the robot end-effector can also be used to nudge the packed 
shapes such that a more efficient packing configuration can 
be achieved. 

B. Packing Scenes with Defective Regions 

Any practical automated packing system for use in such 
industries as leather or timber processing must be able to pack 
objects into a scene which may contain defective regions. The 
heuristic packer can readily accommodate defective regions; 
by simply defining the initial scene to contain a number of 
holes. Fig. 8(a) illustrates the effect of packing tools into a 
rectangular tray which contains four small blob-like defects. 
By comparing this to the packing configuration shown in 
Fig. 6(b), it is clear that the packing is not as compact when 
defects are taken into account (as you would expect). 

Fig. 8(b) shows the packing of jacket template pieces on to 
a piece of fabric, prior to cutting. The small blob-like regions 
indicate the defective areas in the fabric. These defective 
regions are not to be included in the jacket pieces to be cut. 
These results illustrate the flexibility of the packing strategies 
outlined in Section IV. 

VII. DISCUSSION 
The basic concepts discussed in this paper attempt to lay a 

solid foundation for further research in the area of automated 
packing, and the development of intelligent machine vision 
systems. Further directions of research include: 

A. Enhancements to the Current Packing Strategy 

The next logical step in the development of the packing 
strategies outlined, concerns improvement of the basic packing 
components. With regard to the geometric packer, there is the 
need to investigate the effect of alternative erosion residue 
scanning techniques. Likewise, with the heuristic packer, 
the investigation of more complex heuristics may lead to 
further improvements, although one must be careful not to 
overburden the system with overly complex procedures that 
would reduce the computational efficiency of the system. 
Whenever possible full use should be made of the systems 
engineering approach to avoid unnecessary complexity. The 
functionality, and efficiency, of the heuristic packer may be 
further improved with the incorporation of some more of the 

ideas of computational geometry, and the development of new 
packing strategies based on the lessons learnt from this work. 

Once the packing strategy has been implemented for a given 
application, it may be possible to undergo a shakedown stage 
that will enable a further increase in packing efficiency. While 
this may not always be physically possible, for example due 
to the nature of the handling equipment or the fragile nature 
of the objects being packed, software implementations of this 
shakedown stage may present a means to further increase the 
performance of the packing procedures. 

The extension of the packing strategy to deal with grey 
scale images also presents a significant challenge. Again, the 
key to this enhancement lies in the integration of grey scale 
image analysis techniques, such as grey scale morphology, to 
the geometric packer. The implementation of the grey scale 
equivalents of the binary morphological packing techniques 
may simplify some of the decision making in the heuristic 
packer. 

B. The Three-Dimensional Packing Problem 

The investigation discussed in this paper, has concentrated 
on the packing of two dimensional shapes, and an obvious 
extension of this work is the application of these ideas to 
the three-dimensional packing problem. The development of 
a three-dimensional packing strategy will require a number of 
changes to the existing packing procedures. An investigation 
into the systems issues involved in the implementation of a 
three-dimensional packing system, such as the use of struc- 
tured lighting to gain the three-dimensional representation and 
the increase in complexity of the material handling operations, 
will also be necessary. 

One of the obvious techniques when moving from two to 
three-dimensional packing problems, involves the use of the 
two dimensional procedures on a layered basis. While this may 
produce some useful results, a better insight into the difficulties 
of the task may be developed by tackling the problem from 
first principles. Many of the practical systems issues that are 
outlined in this paper will still apply. 

C. Packing and Automated Assembly 

There has been a general trend, when applying automation 
to a range of industries, to aim for full automation of the 
process. In reality this is not always likely to be achieved, 
primarily because of the difficulty in accommodating assem- 
bly tasks. Since many assembly tasks are too complex to 
automate completely using today’s technology, it is much 
more realistic to consider assembly to be a task that requires 
people and machines working in unison. Therefore, semi- 
automated assembly systems have an important role to play 
in the development of flexible manufacturing systems. The 
heuristic approach is well suited to such semi-automated 
systems. The automated packing system can be easily modified 
to accommodate such an approach to the assembly task. For 
example, some of the more complex geometric reasoning 
(currently implemented in the heuristic packer) may be better 
performed by the human operator, whereas the geometric 
packer is better able to control the inter-object or robot gripper 
spacing. 
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D. Packing for Aesthetic Appeal 

Further extensions of this work include the development 
of systems that will allow packing not only for efficiency, 
but for aesthetic appeal [7 11. Investigation into this research 
area involves the development of rule based systems that can 
measure the attractiveness of packaging, or a given packing 
configuration. For example, the automated laying of a wooden 
floor and the automated packaging of food. A key challenge in 
this research is to develop a means of dealing with a subjective 
criteria such as attractiveness in an automated way. 

E. Packing Non-Planar Objects 

One key concern involves the packing of nonplanar objects. 
That is, an object may not lie flat in the plane, therefore 
requiring a perspective transformation prior to the application 
of a geometric packing process. For example, overlapping 
objects, or objects resting at an angle against the side of a 
box. The combination of the packing strategy outlined in this 
paper, along with the growing body of research work on shape 
invariance may provide a useful strategy for tackling such 
perspective problems. An alternative approach may consist of 
the robotic manipulation of the object so that it lies in the 
plane prior to the application of the packing process. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The work outlined in this paper was motivated by the need 
to produce flexible industrial vision systems. The application 
chosen to act as a test bed domain for these ideas was the 
automated packing of irregular shapes. The prototype system 
had to be capable of implementing efficient packing strategies, 
with no prior knowledge of the shapes to be packed or the 
scenes into which the shapes were to be placed. Such a system 
needs to be flexible, and must have the ability to deal with a 
wide range of possible shapes, therefore requiring powerful 
shape handling mechanisms. 

The approach outlined in this work is unique in that it 
combines the strengths of the heuristic approaches to problem 
solving, with a powerful shape manipulation mechanism, 
namely mathematical morphology. While it is acknowledged 
that the application of mathematical morphology to the pack- 
ing of a small number of arbitrary planar shapes is not new, 
researchers in this area have concentrated on the mathematical 
proof of optimal packing configurations, rather than viewing 
it within the context of the industrial packing problem. But 
since a mathematical proof that is capable of dealing with a 
large number of arbitrary shapes may not exist, the application 
of a heuristic approach that allows the targeting of an efficient 
rather than an optimal solution, may be a more fruitful line 
of research. 

The second major theme running through this work is the 
benefits that can be gained by applying a systems engineering 
approach to complex vision applications. As has been found so 
often in other applications, the adoption of such an approach 
is an invaluable aid in the design of industrial vision systems. 
A systems approach to the design of the packing strategy has 
been deliberately taken. By taking the systems constraints into 
account, faster, cheaper solutions may be obtained. It is our 
view that automated packing systems are best designed with 

regard to such issues as gripper shape, material gram, material 
defects, etc. It is believed that there is little justification 
for seeking a unified algorithmic solution that is capable of 
tackling the totality of packing applications, without human 
intervention. 
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